CONSTANT PRESSURE SETS
INVERTER DRIVEN

OPERATION DIAGRAM
INVERTER CONTROL PANEL OPERATION

The pressure transmitter reads the pressure on the delivery manifold and forwards it to the HYDROCONTROLLER control unit on the front of the panel.
The manifold pressure is compared to the pressure set on HYDROCONTROLLER:
- if the pressure decreases, HYDROCONTROLLER forwards a 0-10 V signal to the inverter, which increases the speed of an electric pump;
- if the pressure increases, HYDROCONTROLLER forwards a 0-10 V signal to the inverter, which decreases the speed of an electric pump.
When the electric pump reaches maximum speed (2,900 rpm 50 Hz), HYDROCONTROLLER starts the other pumps at fixed speed. The inverter control is
switched to the second / third pump at each system re-start.
In case of fault, the set is automatically switched to pressure switch operation.
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MODES OF OPERATION - TYPE OF SYSTEM

The inverter sets are already set at the factory for constant pressure operation.
However, they can operate with different types of systems, by selecting the
system type on the display.
- constant pressure booster systems (booster sets)
1) Constant pressure regulation with internal PSET.
It is set on the display of the electric control panel (unit of measure BAR)
2) Constant relative pressure regulation with external PSET.
It is set using an external potentiometer (unit of measure BAR).
- Constant differential pressure systems (close circuits - circulation type).
Constant differential pressure regulation with internal PSET.
It is set on the display of the electric control panel (unit of measure METRES)
Operation of one pump at the time, switching the starting order every 24 hours.
Automatic pump switch in case of seizing of the currently operating pump.
2) Constant differential or relative pressure regulation with external PSET.
It is set using an external potentiometer (unit of measure METRES).

CONTROL PANEL CHARACTERISTICS

IP 55 metal box electric control panel, installed on the pump base.
The control box is self-protected and it protects the electric pump from overloads, short circuits, and low pump delivery pressure.

TECHNICAL APPENDIX

The electric control panel is ready for the connection of:
RS 485 output for the control and supervision of the set using a Personal Computer (*).
- Dry run stop float or pressure switch kit (*).
- Overpressure stop pressure switch kit (*).
(*) available separately as optional.
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CONNECTION TERMINAL REFERENCES
Terminal references

TRP2
1-4-5-6
P.S. MIN.
7-8

pressure transducer ONE connection terminals.
Terminal ref. 1=
, 2= power input 3= inp.
pressure transducer TWO connection terminals.
Terminal ref. 1=
, 4= GND, 5= power input, 6= inp. 2.
Minimum pressure transducer connection terminals
(only connect voltage-free contacts)

P.S. 1.
9 - 10

Electric pump ONE control pressure switch connection terminals.
(only connect voltage-free contacts)

P.S. 2.
11 - 12

Electric pump TWO control pressure switch connection terminals.
(only connect voltage-free contacts)

P.S. 3.
13 - 14

Electric pump THREE control pressure switch connection terminals.
(only connect voltage-free contacts)

R. C.
15 - 16

Terminals for the connection of a configurable remote control.
15= ing., 16=power input. (only connect voltage-free contacts)

ING.
17 - 18 - 5

PSET EXT. potentiometer connection terminals.
Terminal ref. 17=ING, 18=GND, 5= power input. (connect 10 k-ohm 1 W potentiometers)

OUT.
18 - 19

External device connection terminals.
Terminal ref. 18=GND, 19= OUT. (connect devices with maximum absorption 5 mA, 10 V).

RS485
20 - 21 - 22
23 - 24 25
(D.O. 1)
26 - 27 - 28
(D.O. 2)

RS 485 serial remote communication connection terminals.
Terminal ref. 20=REF, 21=D+, 22=DRemote alarm contact connection terminals. Terminal ref. 23=NC, 24=COM. 25=NA. with control panel not
powered or in alarm. (voltage-free contacts. Characteristic 250 V ac 5 A).
Remote menu set function notification contact connection terminals.
Terminal ref. 26=NC, 27=COM. 28=NA. with control panel not powered or in alarm.
(voltage-free contacts. Characteristic 250 V ac 5 A).
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TRP1
1-2-3

Operation

CONSTANT PRESSURE SETS
INVERTER DRIVEN

PANEL FRONT DISPLAYS
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Description
The "HOME PAGE" offer a graphic summary of the main
settings of the inverter control panel.
- p = instantaneous system pressure.
-

constant pressure system

HOME PAGE

= pump power input example:
P1 powered by inverter,
P2 powered by the mains,
P3 OFF
- F = frequency of the inverter powered pump.
= menu/keypad block/release.
= access to the next parameter.
= access to the LCD contrast adjustment.
-

= e.g. alarm 16, inverter blocked and pressure switch system operation.

Electric pump status legend:

Page 02

TECHNICAL APPENDIX

HOME PAGE
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-

= electric pump powered by inverter.

-

= electric pump powered by the mains.

-

= electric pump operation inhibited.

-

= electric pump in stand-by ready for operation.

-

= electric pump blocked and all operation inhibited.

-

= electric pump manually powered by the operator.

The "HOME PAGE" offers a graphic summary of the main settings of the inverter control panel.
System electrical parameter display page.
- V = control panel power input voltage.
- I t = Total current absorbed by the system.
- Pt = instantaneous power absorbed by the system.
- E = Total energy absorbed by the system.
This parameter is updated every time that the hours of maintenance are reset.
Hours of operation of the pumps.
Page displaying the total hours of operation of the motors.
Alarm reset AL1 indicated in the monitor page (pump maintenance request) must be carried out by pressing the
STOP pushbutton of the corresponding pump in maintenance for more than 3 seconds.

CONSTANT PRESSURE SETS
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Page 02
Alarm Log
Alarm log page display.
Alarms are showed in decreasing order, from the most recent to the oldest.

Page 05

PASSWORD entering page.
- The page display 5 zeros, corresponding to the 5 password digits to enter.
User password: enter 10009
- Press SB10
to select the first digit to enter.
- Use the same key SB10
to enter the digits of the selected password.
After entering the password, check that it is correct and press SB9
to confirm the selection.
After entering the password, check that it is correct and press SB9
go to the parameter set-up pages.

to confirm the entire password and

HOW TO ACCESS THE CONTROL MENU
INVERTER
PRESSURE
SWITCH

- Press SB1
and stop the system;
- Press SB8 (in relation to the symbol
) the display turns on, and access to the subsequent pages is possible.
- Press SB9

until the subsequent menu pages are displayed.

PARAMETER CONFIGURATION

It is possible to access the various parameters using password 10009.
To go to the next parameter use the keys under the corresponding arrows on the display.

Adjustment field
[100] Language
Menu language:
1) Italian
2) English
3) French
4) German
5) Spanish

Italian

0.0 1.0 bar

It depends on the type of set.
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[109] Offsetting of load losses
Automatic increase of the bar pressure of
reference, for the activation of the pumps
in cascade.

Default settings

CONSTANT PRESSURE SETS
INVERTER DRIVEN

[111] Reference pressure 1
Bar pressure set point to be
kept constant.

0,0 – 25,0 BAR

It depends on the type of set.

[112] KP correction
Instantaneous correction of the
system instantaneous pressure error
and reference pressure.

0 - 250

50

[114] Minimum speed
Periodic Reduction
Minimum speed % Set below which
stopping of the inverter-driven pump
is enabled.

0 - 100 %

90.00 %

[115] Minimum speed
Inverter speed % Set to enable
stopping of pumps in cascade.

0 - 100 %

60.00 %

0,0 – 2,0 bar

0.5 bar

[120] Minimum Water Column
Pressure
Pressure Set to enter on the basis
of the water column pressure
on the dis charge port.

TROUBLESHOOTING: ALARM DISPLAY

Alarms are indicated on the display by means of a numerical code.
The alarms are shown in sequence from the most recent to the oldest.
Error condition

TECHNICAL APPENDIX

Display indication

Description

Reset
- Check the electrical connections
and that the transducer is working correctly.

AL4

Transducer connections interrupted or inverted.

AL8

Pumps jammed, motor phase missing
Ampere scale calibration error

AL16

Inverter protection. Alarm Code List FC51
shown on page 29 of the inverter handbook.

AL32

Overpressure

AH2O

Minimum pressure

- Check that the system is full of water.
- Enable the start of the electric pumps.

AL64

No water.

- Check that the system is full of water.
- Enable the start of the electric pumps.
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- Release the pump manually.
- Check the motor fuses.
- Disconnect the power input voltage from the control
panel.
- Wait 5 minutes and then reconnect the power input.
- If the error continues replace the inverter.
- Stop the system.
Check that parameter 124 is			
set correctly.
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NOTES

TECHNICAL APPENDIX

NOTES
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